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Abstract: Singing and vocalization form the core of vocal art, with vocal technique being a pivotal component of singing skills. Vocal performance serves as a significant means of expressing both sound and emotions. In the realm of singing activities, vocal technique not only showcases the performer's capabilities but also serves as a form of artistic expression of sound. This article delves into the integration of vocal technique and artistic expression in vocal art performances, specifically analyzing the fusion of vocal production with artistic expression, the synergy between breathing techniques and artistic expression, and the amalgamation of pitch accuracy with artistic expression. It further explores the role of timbre modulation in shaping artistic images, the impact of varying the speed of sound on musical objectives, and the influence of volume dynamics on the rendering effects of a song. Lastly, the article provides recommendations for the integration of vocal technique and artistic expression in vocal art performances, aiming to offer valuable insights to relevant individuals.
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1. Introduction

Vocal performance is both a technical skill and an art form. To achieve excellence in vocal performance, singers not only need a solid foundation in vocal singing but also must focus on conveying emotions. It is essential to establish an artistic expression that seamlessly integrates vocal technique, emotions, and sound, enhancing the infectiousness of the performance [1]. The exploration of singing techniques in vocal performances imposes higher demands on performers. They are required to master singing skills and, at the same time, achieve a flawless integration of singing technique with artistic expression to ensure the success of the performance.

2. Significance of Integrating Vocal Technique and Artistic Expression in Vocal Art Performances

2.1. Role of Vocal Technique in Vocal Art Performances

Vocal technique is at the core of vocal singing, embodying the arrangement and combination of sound. The essence of vocal singing lies in orchestrating and combining sounds, with vocal technique being the fundamental prerequisite for diverse tonal qualities. For instance, individuals who are unable to sing or sing poorly are often referred to as "tone-deaf". This term does not imply an inability to produce sound; rather, it signifies a lack of control over one's vocal range, an inability to infuse one's voice with variations, and an incapacity to make the voice rich and vibrant [2]. The innate vocal quality of a singer serves as the foundation for their performance, and vocal technique directly influences the charm, tension, and artistic allure of vocal performances, playing a crucial role in captivating the audience.

2.2. Importance of Integrating Vocal Technique and Artistic Expression

In vocal singing, different vocal characteristics convey distinct musical artistic images. Vocal technique, within the context of singing, distinguishes various sounds, showcasing different tonal features and emphasizing varied emotional nuances. The use of different singing techniques can create diverse musical artistic images [3]. Emotion is the soul of singing, and the infusion of emotion into the performance resonates with the audience, resulting in a compelling stage presence. In vocal singing, vocal technique serves as an effective means of emotional expression. The organic combination of multiple singing techniques enhances the effectiveness of emotional expression during performances,
evokes the audience's emotions, and strengthens the singer's ability to convey emotions during the performance.

3. Integration Path of Vocal Technique and Artistic Expression in Vocal Art Performances

3.1. Fusion of Vocal Production and Artistic Expression

In vocal singing, the position of sound production is a crucial component influencing singing technique. The selection and proper execution of vocal positions directly impact essential factors such as the tonal color and quality of vocal production. Therefore, choosing an appropriate vocal position holds great significance. Generally, there are three specific vocal production positions. The first involves producing sound using the throat, which provides a broad range and relatively straightforward methods, making it suitable for pop singing styles. The second method emphasizes abdominal movement, utilizing the strength of the diaphragm to produce sound [4]. This technique is commonly associated with ethnic and classical singing and is applicable in certain situations requiring a deep, low register. The third method involves producing sound through the movement of the cranial cavity, creating resonance. This method, in contrast to the second one, finds extensive application in classical and ethnic vocal domains. However, the choice of vocal position in specific vocal performances should be determined based on the particular vocal characteristics, considering the specific norms and features of vocal artistic expression.

After understanding the relationship between vocal production positions and artistic expression, performers need to assess whether their chosen vocal positions are correct. This analysis involves several aspects. Firstly, it requires evaluating the emotional tone and content of the vocal work. Each vocal performance has a unique emotional tone, ranging from pessimistic to optimistic, warm, or passionate. Performers need to flexibly choose their vocal positions based on the emotional content of the work. Familiarity with the performance piece, understanding its basic background and emotional tone, enables performers to make informed choices [5]. For instance, for light and narrative compositions, a straightforward throat vocal production may be suitable, while for passionately intense pieces, combining cranial cavity vocal production can enhance resonance and performance effects. For emotionally subdued and melancholic works, diaphragmatic vocal production can elevate the alignment of vocal technique and artistic expression.

Secondly, after determining the correct vocal production position, performers need to enhance the portrayal and rendering of the artistic expression of the work. Performers must balance various expressive elements, ensuring a seamless integration of emotional expression, vocal position, and stage movements during the performance. Within vocal phrases, smooth transitions between sounds need to be executed to further elevate the artistic expression of vocal works.

Finally, in vocal performances, performers should pay attention to changes in vocal production positions and strengthen the unity between vocal color, tone, and vocal production positions. The selection of vocal positions directly reflects the characteristics of the performer's voice, while the portrayal of vocal color conveys the artist's thoughts and emotions. Performers must adeptly handle vocal transitions, ensuring a natural connection between vocal sound and production positions to fully showcase the emotional depth of vocal works [6].

3.2. Fusion of Breathing Techniques and Artistic Expression

In vocal performances, performers need to manage their breath control, which directly influences the effectiveness of vocal performances. Generally, breath control in vocal performances varies significantly based on performers' foundational abilities, technical movements, and the limitations of the performance venue. Breathing techniques in vocal art performances can be categorized into types such as long breaths, short breaths, and breath-holding breaths. During a performance, the frequency, intensity, and weight of a singer's breaths significantly impact the quality of sound and the expressive effectiveness of the vocal content. Exceptional vocal performers may even convey emotions silently. Therefore, performers must understand the relationship between breathing techniques and artistic expression, seamlessly integrating breath control with the overall performance of the work. In the artistic expression of vocal works, collaboration in multiple aspects is crucial, encompassing melody, color, emotion, and sound, all of which directly affect the performance. In vocal performances, short breaths are often suitable for intense and passionate storylines, while long breaths are more appropriate for tender and warm narrative styles. Breath-holding breaths are commonly found in relatively refined
When selecting breathing techniques, performers must consider the different emotional tones of the vocal works at various stages. For instance, if the first half of a piece involves a tense and relaxed tonal pattern, it should be accompanied by short breaths. As the latter part of the piece transitions to a mournful and fervent atmosphere, performers should flexibly adjust their breathing techniques. Performers need to pay attention to natural transitions in breathing techniques according to changes in tonal patterns. This requires mastering breath control techniques to ensure smooth and expressive showcases of vocal artistry. Moreover, the choice of breathing techniques is also influenced by changes in the performer's physical form, creating an interactive relationship. Therefore, performers in vocal art performances must skillfully coordinate breathing techniques with physical movements, ensuring the free and natural integration between body and breath. This enhances the infectiousness and expressive power of the performance [7].

3.3. Fusion of Pitch Accuracy and Artistic Expression

Regarding pitch accuracy, the key aspects include the selection of pitch and articulation, with pitch being crucial in vocal art performances. If performers lack pitch accuracy, it directly impacts the overall performance image. To address this, performers need to proactively consider the characteristics of the musical piece, control pitch accuracy, and prevent issues such as off-key singing or loss of pitch during the performance. During performances, artists must also enhance the cultivation and training of articulation skills. For instance, they can practice by imitating sounds or substituting certain articulations. The deep integration of pitch accuracy and artistic expression effectively enhances the emotive power of the work.

4. Impact of Vocal Technique on Artistic Expression in Vocal Art Performances

4.1. Role of Timbre Modulation in Shaping Artistic Image

Timbre can showcase the unique style of a singer's voice, serving as a crucial factor distinguishing performers from one another. While timbre is often innate, training and technique can enhance and compensate for inherent qualities. Timbre reflects the profound expression of the performer's emotions, leaving a lasting impression on the audience and providing a powerful aesthetic and emotional experience. In musical expression, when conveying a joyful and entertaining atmosphere, performers often use bright, cheerful, and expansive timbres. On the other hand, when expressing themes of pain and sorrow, they may opt for somber and subdued timbres. Performers need to adjust in real-time, considering factors like the degree of vocal closure, breath intensity, and the effectiveness of resonant chambers. Generally, the effective fusion of timbre and volume enhances musical expression, shaping a compelling artistic image.

4.2. Influence of Tempo on the Purpose of Musical Pieces

The speed of a performer's voice during the interpretation of a musical piece can impact the tension of the composition. The pace of the voice directly affects the rhythm of the song, which, in turn, influences the audience's visual and auditory experiences. To ensure a coordinated and consistent tempo during a performance, performers need to demonstrate a perfect grasp of the melody. When singing fast-paced pieces, performers must maintain a quick pace while keeping inner composure to avoid rushing and maintain a smooth flow for the audience. Controlling the speed of the voice naturally reflects the tension of the musical piece, ensuring the full expression of melody and meaning. In slower-paced pieces, performers may use extended notes to convey emotions, requiring careful adjustments to balance the dynamic relationship between movement and stillness.

4.3. Impact of Volume Dynamics on the Rendering Effect of Songs

Contrasting volumes in a performance can enhance the emotional rendering of a song. Performers must pay special attention to the management of volume dynamics. In addition to conventional techniques, surprising the audience with variations in volume can create a sense of anticipation. For instance, during the climax of a song, which is often the focal point with the most concentrated thematic content and emotional impact, performers need to carefully handle volume dynamics. In the powerful sections, restraint is required to avoid excessive force, and in the softer sections, ensuring
sufficient breath support is crucial. The use of rich, resonant soft tones can effectively release emotions. Through dynamic variations, vocal performances can captivate the audience, laying a solid foundation for the emotional expression and interpretation of the song.

5. Fusion Recommendations for Vocal Technique and Artistic Expression in Vocal Art Performances

5.1. Clearly Define the Style of the Composition

For vocal performers, the integration of vocal techniques with artistic expression in vocal performances requires a thorough analysis and understanding of the composition before taking the stage. Performers should clearly define the style of the composition, determine the corresponding emotional positioning, consider the creative background, and cultural foundation behind the vocal work. It is crucial to choose vocal techniques that align with the composition. Before the official performance, performers should have a precise and comprehensive understanding of the composition, grasp the emotional and spiritual essence embedded in the vocal work, and, based on this understanding, flexibly select vocal techniques that best suit the interpretation of the piece. If performers lack a clear understanding of the composition, it becomes challenging to convey the emotional nuances of the work, potentially leading to significant flaws and impacting the overall performance.

5.2. Enhance the Emotional Expressiveness of Song Performance

Emotion is an eternal theme in artistic expression, and for vocal art performances, captivating the audience emotionally is essential. By blending vocal techniques with emotions, performers can resonate more effectively with the audience. Regardless of performance conditions or content, performers should infuse emotions into their vocal performances. To elevate the emotional expressiveness of the voice, performers need to immerse themselves in the emotional essence of the song. They should truly understand the emotions behind the composition and, in doing so, move themselves emotionally first to better connect with the audience.

5.3. Thoughtfully Plan Breathing and Singing Techniques

The thoughtful planning of breathing directly affects vocal techniques and performance outcomes. If the rhythm of breathing is not in harmony with the melody or singing style, it may lead to issues such as a lack of power during vocal performance. For instance, difficulties may arise in reaching high notes or seamlessly transitioning through sustained notes. Therefore, performers in vocal art performances need to master the control and adjustment of breathing. The goal is to ensure that the rhythm of breathing aligns with vocal techniques, guaranteeing precision during the singing process and preventing instances of weak or interrupted vocal delivery during the performance.

6. Conclusion

In vocal performances, vocal techniques play a crucial role. Vocal techniques not only determine whether performers can convey the emotions and meanings of a song accurately and vividly but also serve as a key factor influencing the overall effectiveness of vocal performances. To further enhance the artistic impact of vocal performances, performers need to seamlessly integrate vocal techniques with stage presence. This requires performers to possess a solid musical foundation and vocal skills while exploring and finding the performance style that best suits their vocal characteristics. On this basis, performers should continuously enrich their performance effects, deeply infuse emotions, and make each performance a new creation. Through the profound fusion of vocal techniques and stage presence, performers can present a high-quality audio-visual feast for the audience. This allows the audience to not only enjoy the music but also experience the boundless charm of vocal performances. Therefore, for vocal performers, continually improving their vocal techniques and stage presence is an essential path toward artistic excellence.
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